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Abstract

We investigate the possibility of bypassing the no 
interaction theoreum of Currie, Jordan and Sudarshan for 
direct action Lagrangians.

Starting with the field theoretic description of a two- 
body electrodynamic problem, we solve for the field variables 
in terms of the particle variables, which paves the way to 
write an action-at-a-distance Hamiltonian for the problem.
A suitable transformation is found which uncouples the field 
and the particle variables in the interaction up to order e .
It is shown that this transformation leaves the statement of 
Newton's 2nd law unchanged which also agrees with the standard 
results of electrodynamics. This allows for the identifica
tion of canonical variables for the proper action-at-a-distance 
problem.
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Instantaneous action-at-a-distance formulation of elec
trodynamics suffered an apparent set-back when Currie, Jordan 
and Sudarshan showed that4

"A Hamiltonian theory of two classical particles is un
able to describe any interaction if the principle of 
relativity is satisfied, i.e., if (a) there exists a 
set of ten generators of the inhomogeneous Lorentz group, 
and (b) the observables of the theory (the coordinates 
of the particles) transform correctly under the inhomo- 
geneous Lorentz group."
This is known as the zero-interaction theorem which has

later been extended to the case of three bodies by Cannon and
3 16Jordan and a finite number N by Leutwyler under the as

sumption of non-degenerate dynamics. This theorem was also 
proved t«y Kemer15 starting with a Lagrangian scheme and using 
the action principle. However, there is a tacit assumption 
that the position variables of the particles are the canonical 
variables.

Attempts to circumvent this theorem were made by Kennedy 
and Kerner,12,13 Havas,9 Currie5 and Hill.10 Kennedy and 
Xerner and Havas suggested that one surrender the requirement 
that the transformation of the Lorentz group be canonical.
But this was found to lead to inequivalent quantum theories 
for equivalent observers. The other possibility, according

I. Introduction
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to Currie and Hill, was to abandon the Hamiltonian framework 
in favor of a more primitive Newtonian one. This indeed 
circumvents the zero-interaction theorem and permits the 
particles to interact in a relativistically invariant manner. 
Given a relativistically invariant action-at-a-distance theory 
in the primitive Newtonian form suggested by Currie and Hill, 
a Hamiltonian formulation can be found, as suggested by 
Kerner14 and Hill,11 via the Lie-Konig theorem.

But the problem that has yet to be solved is how to quan
tize such a theory. The standard canonical commutation rela
tion

iJ^.Pjl = itoij

is no longer valid as r^ is no longer the canonical co-ordi- 
nate. Instead, for canonical co-ordinates via the Lie-Konig 
scheme, one has

[Q^,P^1 * i^ij 

where = Qtr^p)

Under these circumstances, it becomes extremely diffi
cult to find a suitable commutation relation and to resolve 
the operator-ordering ambiguity. This problem has been and 
is being approached in several ways. The purpose of this paper 
is to present one such scheme— the method of successive 
canonical transformation. This method has successfully been
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used to explore the electronic interactions by Bohm and Pines 
and of the electron-phonon interactions in metal by Bardeen and 
Pines.* We apply this method to a model two-body electromag
netic problem. The two charged particles, assumed to be mov
ing in straight lines initially, interact among themselves in 
the absence of any external field. Then in the non-relativistic 
limit, one can write down the total field-theoretic Hamiltonian 
of the system,

2

with j = 1,2 .

Here A is the vector potential. We should also get a term
from the scalar potential but we will neglect that term for
the time being. We choose to work in the transverse gauge
where the scalar field is just the Coulomb field which can be

20reinstated later. The purpose of using the transverse gauge 
is to make use of the property that js and A commute in that 
gauge.

By means of a normal modes transformation, we can write 

A(r,t) =

4

This defines <j>̂ (t), once the complete set of (r) has 
been fixed. As A(r,t) satisfies the wave equation, it imme
diately follows that ^  satisfies the harmonic oscillator

Oequation

This is equivalent to the old Fermi model6 of treating 
the field as a collection of an infinite set of harmonic os
cillators with canonical mates <J>̂ and ir̂ . Then

We denote A. (r) as the A. (r) at the position of particle 
-3A “ ~A ~

Then becomes

P.2
X

+  i x£ ( "A2  +  v A2 * A >  '

summation of j running over particles 1 and 2.
In section II, we simplify the problem further by suppressing
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the summation over X. He explore the problem for a single 
oscillator, characterized by a frequency .

For this model, we calculate the canonical equations of 
motion for the particle and the field variables. He solve 
the differential equation for the field co-ordinate using 
a Green's function to obtain 4^ in terms of the particle 
variables. When calculating this we assume that the 
particles are executing straight line motions. With the 4^ 
so calculated, we explore the equations of motion for the par-* 
tide variables and find an expression for q^, where t stands 
for either particle, in terms of the particle variables only. 
This calculation is carried out up to order . This then 
gives the acceleration of one particle, moving initially in 
a straight line, due to the effect of another particle executing 
straight line motion. This is the closest classical analog 
to a perturbative calculation. Classically, this is the

6

statement of Newton's 2nd law of motion for this model problem. 
This can then serve as the formative step for a consistent 
action-at-a-distance theory.

In Section III, we apply the principle of successive
canonical approximation to this problem. He want a transformed
Hamiltonian H' = exp(- is )tfexp(is) such that H ’ does not contain

2any particle-field coupling terms up to order e * that is, 
the transformation is such that the coupling terms are trans
ferred to higher orders. Since the physics of the problem must 
be preserved, we expect that the q£ calculated from H’ will 
agree with the $£ calculated from H up to the proper order 
of exploration. Here also, we restrict our attention to only 
one oscillator. In this section, we calculate the transforma
tion quantum mechanically, through commutator brackets, although 
they could as well be done clasically, by means of Poisson 
brackets. This is basically the motivation for proposing 
this method. As we can carry out the transformation either 
classically or quantum mechanically, the problem of transition 
from one framework to another should be, hopefully, easier to 
handle.

In Section IV, we attempt to sum up the result in Section 
II over all oscillator? and compare this result with the kncwn 
results of electromagnetic field theory (classical), namely 
the Lier.ard-Wiechert force on one particle due to the other.
For this purpose, we identify our Aj^ with the proper electro
magnetic vector potential and assume that the system is enclosed 
in a cubic box of volume L so that L is very large compared
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to the dimensions of the system. We also impose the Born-
Von Karman boundary conditions. Under these conditions, we

2 2 2evaluate the force F, on particle 2 up to order e and v /c . 
This Fa is compared with that part in the Lienard-Wiechert 
force Fĵ on particle 2 which is in addition to the Coulomb 
force.

II. Action-at-a-Distance Formulation of the Model Two-Body 
Problem

As discussed in Section I, we start with a Hamiltonian 

p2
"total = Z. 4  ~ 5: Jgj-dj. + + »;♦?) + 0(e4) .

J  J A

Then the canonical equations of moti.on are
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Therefore, for oscillator equation, we have

h * vx*x “ sk J

the driving term being an explicit function of time. The solu
tion to this differential equation, of course, is

h “ ^x’h + (*x>P
where subscripts h and p denote homogeneous and particular 
solutions respectively.

It can be readily seen that

(♦x)jj = constant x e±iv*t .

Now to get the particular solution, we find the Green's 
function G(t-t') which satisfies

---G(t~t') + v? G(t-t’) = 61 t-t') .
3tz ' A

At t t', G(t-t') must satisfy the homogeneous differen
tial equation. So G * exp[±iv^(t-t')].

Demanding that G(t-t') be bounded, we find the following 
expression for Gr (t-t') where the subscript r denotes retarded 
Green's function. (The questions of advanced Green's function 
and the time symmetric solution are treated in the discussions 
following section IV.)

10

Gr (t-t') =
i ivx(t-f) . -ivx(t-f)

2V,

t < t'

t > t'

In the straight-line approximation, we have

Pj = mqj = mv.

3j = Soj + V  •

Then we can write

rlr E P-; • A . = Z v. *A.me . Zj -jx me .

and

If \<*X>p = II ]«• *
j A

Performing the integration over t', we get, for either 
the sine or the cosine representation of A. ,

-Jx

X p mo j (k*Vj) - vx

k*Vj is of order v/c. He started with a non-relativistic
2Hamiltonian which implies (k>v..) << 1.

( » x ,  .  

x p mc j



In the absence of external fields, = 0, giving

h m <+x>P •

Then, from the equations of motion for particles, we get

- _ e ? .  e . • A
3z m ~ me “ me ^a9* 3q^

3A4 3A4

" A  " "® *a'*a ’ "* ^  1 9l‘
3A4 3A£

” A  *X *"** + o " •» *X~*A " ̂  *X^£ W  ’

“ 4  VSn'Vsfe " “  * * \  “ ~  ̂ (St* SaT’̂ x 
2 pj‘?j 2 pj‘*j 

in c j \ "* j a

This is to be interpreted as the statement of Newton's
2nd law of motion for this model 2-body non-relativistic problem 

2up to order e . Having found <j>̂ and ir̂ (see following), one 
can easily write the corresponding action-at-a-distance formu
lation for this model problem.

For later use, we also calculate at this point. The 
oscillator equation of motion gives us

12

It, however, has to be remembered that with the choice (if.) * 0,A h
we have automatically chosen (tt̂ )^ = 0.
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III. Successive Canonical Transformation of the Model Two-Body 
Problen

In Section II, we found the expressions for p^ and 
in terms of particle variables up to order e. Now we proceed 
to find a transformed Hamiltonian H* = exp(-is)Hexp(is) where 
S is the generator of the transformation, such that H' is free 
of particle-field coupling terms up to order e .

Let e_ E p . A.a 
me i

“ V p ’o l d - S "  V "

e E

V
and (^A^p^old = f = mc j 

Then for the generator S, we write

S " Clf*X + C2**\

where and C2 are C-numbers. It has to be remembered that 
and ir̂ are explicit field variables whereas g and f are 

explicit functions of the particle variables.
Then

H’ - e“isweis

= K + it«,S] - jj-[[H,S] ,S] +

14

As S itself is order e, we need not go any further.

P£
IH. S] - [ 1 ^ , 8 ] -  - P -  , S] + §[ir2 + v2*2,S]

i » vx

= - s k ^ V ' x ’ + ciflV+xl1Ix-vxci*lV * x 1*x

* - § T  r-2* * 2t'b% - cx«(J»»»A + c2g(i*>vfo .

This relation makes use of the fact that p^ and A^ commute
2in the transverse gauge. The first term is of order c . So we 

need not consider it while evaluating the double commutator. 
IC«,S],S] = -iftCjjf ir̂ ,S] + ifiC2v2[g«A,S)

-ft2cjf2 - ft2c|g2t>2

Then,

p2
«' - I + l ("x + vx*x>

+ H  C29 + *ClfV  fivXC2g*x

. 1 - 2-  f 2 . 1 * 2_2 2 2 
2 1 + 2 * C2g VX '

All quantities occurring on the right side are the new 
quantities after the canonical transformation. To avoid
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confusion, let us denote the new variables by a primed set.
As we want our H ’ to be free of particle-field coupling 

terms, the oscillator equation should be that of a free oscil
lator. Calculating from H', we have

K  - *A = + ix - VW  * ftvXC2q’

which implies = 0 iff c 2 = “ •fi'*
The relation between and ir̂ up to first order in e is 

obviously

WI “ WA " i[,V S]

“ *A “

= -fiCjf .

So to keep irx the same as ir̂ , we must choose C^ = 0, which
is also obvious from the canonical relation

The relation between <t>̂ and is

K  = *A ~ ilV Sl

=  * A  +  f t C z 9  =  a a  "  g

16

So in terms of the old variables

and

Then we can write our H ' as

+ i W  - £  g> + + \ va2*'2

D*2_ _ Pi 1 2 ,2 1 .2 . 1 „2.i2
' J "ar 2 VA9 + 2 11A + 2 A^A

The canonical equations of motion are

•, _ 3H’ _ ?£ e
3«. _ 3pJ" m ” me 9 ?£A '

Now, the respective relations between g, A£ , p£, q£ and 
corresponding primed quantities are

g' = g - i[g,c2giix] = g

eCji
— A* — n lAp , £ p. "A. ]tt.
-^A me wf '“A H '*■ ~ A A 

= A* .
* A
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In evaluating the above commutator, one has to use 
the following representation of A.

C cos(k*qj) 

C sin(k*qj)

where <jj is the position variable of the particle j, k is 
the wave vector which obvi 
C is specified by C*k = 0.
the wave vector which obviously has the magnitude v^/c and

P - i[p ,C2g*A]

ec_i
= p - -- - [p„,£p *A. ]ir.

(m§*’?4.)3qj, nX

=  P a ”  " j l   ̂^\-i „2C -*x X

= %  " “ V* * mvic

whence q! » q , ---(A4 )tt>.
mvjc ~ X

So we can readily see that the equation of motion has been 
left unchanged by this canonical transformation.

IV. Comparison with Lienard-Wiechert Force

We already had an expression for qj in Section II. In 
this section, we want to use that expression to calculate the 
force on particle 2 and compare this force (Fft) with the 
Lienard-Wiechert force (P&) on particle 2. In order to do so, 
we have to take into account all the different inodes.

We had

* •

- -f-j (1 H  •m2c2 j v2

When j = 8, = 2, we have a self-interaction term. When 
calculating the Lienard-Wiechert field, one leaves out the 
self-interaction, the reason for which is obvious from the 
retarded Green’s function

l*-x' I
G(x,t,x' ,t> = fc' ---- S— LL . Which diverges

Is-?'I
for x = x1.

Omitting the self-interaction term, we have

2 ^1*^1 2 ?l*£l
ft* lY2 x(4 x

0Under Born-Von Karman boundary conditions, we have
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where Ey is a unit vector in the direction of polarization. 
For k, we have

2irna
ka = — j—  where a = x, y or z .

and we can take the limit L -*• «.
In the expression for q 2 , there are two terms. Let us

denote the first term by q£ and the second one by q ”. it can
be readily seen that q£ in the term which is to be compared
with the Lienard-Wiechert magnetic field contribution q"~2
is the term which contributes to the next term in the electric 
field beyond the Coulomb term as there is no Coulomb term 
in our model problem.

Then we can rewrite q£ as
(Pl'*l- >

?2 = ~TTZ l-2 * ( 3qT * '2X} 3IR C u*
as neither nor A 1X has any particle 2 variables in them.
So we have, after summing over both directions ox polarization,

_2a . kk cos[k*(q,-q,)]
§2 3 H * !  Iv2 X x Ivl x (I - T-) --- " 2 - 1)5 •~z me L ~z ag 2 ' k k2

Then summing over all values of k is equivalent to adding 
the contributions from all oscillators. The summation can be 
performed using Euler-McLaurin sum formula.*^ Since we al
ready assumed L -*■ ®, that condition, together with the Born-Von 
Karman boundary condition states that the limits of |k| in the

20

integral over d 3k, which is the first term in Euler-McLaurin 
sum, are 0 and <» and that the sum can be approximated by an 
integral. We also employ the fact that the integral over 
d 3k is invariant under a rotation of the co-ordinate axes.

So we choose = Y*
Then

where

Then with

?2 = M r s  *2 * <3i-X <?!**» >me L ~2
kk cos(k*Y)

X = (I - ^) --- j
k2 k^

k = ksin6cosij>x + ksin8sin$y + kcosBS ,

I = xx + yy + zz

3 19and integrating over d k, we get

S - 4 r . " ' - p  «
tnc -

= -4r [v2 x ( %  * - %  ?) ]
me2 ~ y Y

Also writing qlj explicitly, we find



Therefore, writing out p^, A1A and A2A, we have 

1 »2ftir (Jfv.)
35 3 - I - 2 7 3  tYj.‘{£ySn8lnI!'* }] •me L K

The factor of 1/2 is because of the cross terms between 
the sine cosine terms. These cross terms, when summed over 
both directions of polarization, repeat themselves and there
fore, to account for double counting, we insert the factor of 
1/2.

After summing over both directions of polarization, we get

3 2 B - i ; 4 7 T  ‘Yl-K'Jme L
where

X' * (I - =j) sin[k• (qx-q2) 1 - ^
kk

3 19Performing the integral of d k, we have

Then q2 = q£ + qjj

*2 * <vly* - vlx?)J 3vl z ^2 2 „ _ ____me y •* mc y

S° ~a = 2c*y2 <V̂  ~ 3V^Z>£ + c^y2 l'2 * <Vly* "" Vlx^>] '

Now, the Lienard-Wiechert field at the position of particle
IO2 due to the uniformly moving particle 1 (fig. 1) is given by

ey (1 - v?/c2>
E - “ •L

Y3 (1 - <v2/c2)sin2i|»]3/2
V iand H = —  x e ,c ~

where i|» is defined in fig. 1. 
Thus, we can calculate
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In E, we are interested only in the terms beyond the Coulomb 
term but not of order higher than v2/c2. So, we rewrite E as

F = [1 - (v2/c2)sin2^]“3/2 - £§• [1 - (v2/e2)sin2<|i]"3/2
* Y 1 c2 y

a  4. r  , . 2  _  3  2  ■»

Z *  X 2  1 2 1 2* Vlz]T c Y

■ w .  * i S 7  lvi ■ 3vi*' •

From here, we can calculate the total Lienard-Wiechert force 
on particle 2 using the Lorentz force formula, omitting the 
Coulomb term.

Then Lienard-Wiechert force on particle 2 is

v 2Fb = e(E + ^  x H]

* ~Coul + T T T I  lvl ~ 3vL ] + - T J  l?2 x <vly* " vlx*)]«C 7 C y

As we expected, the part in Ffc beyond the Coulomb term 
is identical to Fa .
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From the above analysis, we conclude that this canonical 
transformation indeed resolves the problem of uncoupling 
field and particle variable up to order e , leaving the physics 
of the problem unchanged. Since we can easily start with an 
action-at-a-distance theory for this problem exactly equivalent 
to the field theoretic description, the transformation should 
work all the same and therefore this method presents itself 
as a candidate for resolving the problems associated with 
quantizing action-at-a-distance theories provided it v/orks for 
a relativistic problem also. However, to do honest action-at- 
a-distance electrodynamics, one ought to use not only the re
tarded Green's function but also the advanced Green's function 
so that one can finally get a half-advanced half-retarded time 
symmetric solution. But that modification is totally straight
forward and the force on particle 2 due to the straight-line 
motion of particle 1 will agree with the Lienard-Wiechert 
force calculated from the advanced potential which is as well 
known as the retarded one. We left that out to avoid repetition. 
The case of time symmetric Green's function is currently being
worked out along with the investigation whether this successive

2approximation scheme works in higher orders of e and also for 
a fully relativistic problem. As is well known, the no-inter
action theorem relates to relativistic invariance only and 
therefore, the proper use of this method will be for a fully 
relativistic problem.

V. Discussion
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Appendix

If instead of leaving out the Coulomb term altogether 
from our discussion, we started from the complete hamiltonian,

2
H ~ -^r (£ p • .A )3 5n mcX jvA lj -jx'

1 2 ̂  .. 2» ^ e2
+ 1  A ( V + W >  +

h\

then the canonical equations for -JrX and remain unchanged.
The equation for remains unchanged in form. The only
change occurs in p. which now has an added term e^_____

l ^ j l 22which in turn gives an added term _e______  in the equation
mlq^q^ |2

for q^. This obviously is the same as the Coulomb term. It
2is noteworthy that this term is of order e and therefore 

need not be taken into account while evaluating the commutators 
of Section III, and consequently, it leaves the generator of 
the transformation unchanged .
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Figure 1

a * Retarded position of particle 1. 
b •* Present positoin of particle 1. 
c ■+ Present position of particle 2.


